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Abstract
We reconsider the ingredients of moduli stabilization in heterotic M-theory. On this line we
close a gap in the literature deriving the Ka¨hler potential dependence on vector bundle moduli
and charged matter. Crucial in this derivation is our superspace formulation of 5d heterotic
M-theory taking into account the Bianchi identities modified by brane terms. Likewise, we
obtain the Fayet-Iliopolous terms due to brane localised anomalous U(1)’s. After assembling
perturbative and non-perturbative contributions to the superpotential, we study supersym-
metric (adS) vacua. It is found that the susy condition decouples the bundle moduli from
the geometric moduli. We show that M-theory supersymmetric vacua without five-branes can
be found, albeit not at phenomenologically interesting values of the geometric moduli. This
result is fairly independent of the choice of vector bundle at the observable brane.
1 Introduction
The last few years witnessed a notable activity, following the work of KKLT [1], in the con-
struction of stable de Sitter vacua in type II string theory, less so in heterotic string/M-theory.
One should recall, however, that the heterotic string is rather appealing in regard to particle
model building, being the ideal context for the construction of supersymmetric Grand Uni-
fied Theories. Moreover, its strongly coupled limit, heterotic M-theory [2, 3], has additional
attractive phenomenological features [4, 5], including the fact that there is an intermediate
regime where the theory looks effectively five dimensional [6, 7].
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The proposal of KKLT [1] for moduli stabilization, following the work of [8], and improve-
ments thereof [9–21] have been implemented mainly for the type II string. In fact, although
the problem of moduli stabilization in heterotic M-theory has been object of some interest in
recent years [22–29], it is fair to say that it is far from being a settled issue. It is well known
that sometimes, in the phenomenologically interesting regime we are forced to approach the
limit where warping along the S1/Z2 direction is considerable. Then, we have to face several
obstacles. Firstly, there is a constraint on the validity range of the 11d supergravity approx-
imation. Secondly, the reduction of this theory to 4d is complicated by the fact that the
different zero-modes localise differently along the bulk. Moreover, generally the zero-mode
wave-functions are not explicitely known. On the other hand, the low-energy gauge theory is
determined by the VEVs of the vector bundle moduli and charged scalars, all of them localised
at the boundary branes. The effect of these fields in moduli stabilisation must also be taken
into account.
One of the problems with these brane chiral multiplets is the poor understanding of their
contribution to the Ka¨hler potential. It is one of the aims of this paper to improve on this
situation. The reason the Ka¨hler potential dependence on vector bundle moduli φ and charged
scalars C is unknown is twofold. Firstly, the dependence of the gauge bundle on φ and C is
in general not known as this would in principle require an explicit knowledge of the solutions
of the zero-slope Hermitian Yang-Mills equations on the Calabi-Yau three-fold. Unfortunatly,
this seems difficult, if not impossible to find. Secondly, even if we would know the gauge bundle
explicitely we lack sofar an explicit expression (i.e. in terms of holomorphic coordinates) for
the Ka¨hler potential dependence on the gauge bundle. It is this gap that we will be able to
close in this paper. We will show in section 3 that the Ka¨hler potential takes a form which
is strongly reminiscent of the DeWolfe-Giddings Ka¨hler potential [30] describing a mobile D3
brane in type IIB compactifications, and that the bundle moduli and charged scalars enter
the Ka¨hler potential through certain real functions kI , I = 1, · · · , h1,1, dubbed ”little” Ka¨hler
potentials, which have the form
∫
CY tr(A ∧ A¯) ∧ ωI .
While in general this only provides an implicit knowledge of the way the Ka¨hler potential
depends on φ and C, the formal expressions found in section 3 can be used to derive a number
of interesting results and, in particular, study supersymmetric stable vacua of heterotic M-
theory. This is due to the fact, shown in section 6, that the F-flatness conditions decouple the
bundle moduli from the geometric moduli, even in the presence of brane instantons and gaugino
condensates. In other words, the value of the gauge bundle in the supersymmetric vacuum is
exactly independent of the value of the geometric moduli in contrast with the expectations
raised in the literature. Then, the remaining supersymmetry conditions are used to determine
the values of the geometric moduli S and T I in the background of the gauge bundle. By solving
these equations with h1,1 = 1, we will see in section 5 that the effect of membrane instantons
wrapping holomorphic cycles dominates over the effect of gaugino condensation at the hidden
brane in such a way that the theory is driven to an phenomenologically uninteresting limit
with a far too small size of the M-theory orbifold direction, implying a too small 4d Planck
mass.
In this work we will also briefly discuss the relevance for moduli stabilization in dS vacua of
potentials induced by Fayet-Iliopoulos terms due to anomalous U(1)s acting on the boundary
branes of heterotic M-theory. It has been recently emphasized [31–33] that such U(1)’s are
generically present in attempts to obtain realistic heterotic model-building using complex
line-bundles. We point out in section 5 that FI D-terms and membrane instantons in general
exclude each other in the following sense. Given a Ka¨hler modulus associated with an isolated
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holomorphic curve, either the corresponding membrane instanton superpotential vanishes or
its anomalous U(1) charge vanishes.
We will perform the derivation of the bundle moduli and matter dependent Ka¨hler poten-
tials using the N = 1 superfield description of 5d heterotic M-theory we developed in [34].
This is a particular application of a general superfield formalism constructed for 5d gauged
supergravity on the S1/Z2 orbifold in refs. [34–36] and [37, 38]. Extending the results of [34]
to the non-standard embedding will require a careful study of certain Bianchi identities and
their dependence on the brane localised gauge bundles. It is worth emphasizing that, as we
will see below, the superfield formalism turns out to be a powerfull and economic technic and
is crucial for obtaining the results of this paper.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant couplings of 5d heterotic
M-theory and its reduction to four dimensions. A brief explanation of the superfield description
used herein is also presented. We derive explicitely the Ka¨hler potentials in 3 situations. One
with h1,1 = 1; one with h1,1 = 3; and h1,1 = 1 with a mobile five-brane in the bulk. But
we also discuss the structure of the Ka¨hler potential in the general case. This discussion
is completed in Appendix A. Section 3 contains the main technical results of this paper.
We derive here the brane (and bulk-brane) superfield couplings involving the gauge bundle
degrees of freedom, beyond the standard embedding. This allows us to obtain the effective
Ka¨hler potential dependence on the bundle moduli φ and charged matter C. We draw some
parallels with type IIB compactifications with mobile D3-branes. In section 4 we discuss
Fayet-Iliopoulos D-terms induced by anomalous U(1)’s and discuss the D-term potential in the
strongly coupled case. Section 5 assembles perturbative and non-perturbative superpotentials
and discusses the compatibility of the latter with non-vanishing FI terms. Finally, in section
6, we present a study of supersymmetric vacua without mobile five-branes. We conclude with
a brief discussion.
2 5d heterotic M-theory and its 4d reduction
In the following paragraphs we review the relevant couplings of 5d heterotic M-theory. For this
purpose, we use the (conformal) superfield formalism of [34–36] and [37,38], based on the off-
shell 5d supergravity construction of [39–42]. The point of using the superfield description is
that the reduction to 4d, that we will perform below, is rather transparent, specially regarding
the N = 1 conformal superspace structure.
2.1 Relevant couplings of 5d heterotic M-theory
As any five-dimensional gauged supergravity, 5d heterotic M-theory contains in addition to the
gravitational sector a number of vector and hypermultiplets [6,7]. The bosonic components of
the vector multiplets are h1,1 Ka¨hler structure moduli {bI} and gauge fields {AI} obtained by
expanding the 11d 3-form potential C3 over (a basis of) harmonic (1, 1) forms. On the other
hand, the hypermultiplets include the ”dilaton” universal hypermultiplet and h2,1 complex
structure moduli. We will not deal here with the complex structure moduli in much detail.
As we just mentioned, the Ka¨hler moduli are associated with 5d vector multiplets. Each
of these decomposes into a chiral superfield ΣI and a vector superfield V I of N = 1 (4d)
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supersymmetry as follows [35,37,42]:1
ΣI =
1
2
e5y b
I +
i
2
AIy + · · · (2.1)
V I = −θσµθ¯AIµ + · · · (2.2)
Note that we take the Wess-Zumino gauge. The scalars bI have to satisfy the contraint [7,42]
N (b) ≡ dIJKbIbJbK = 1 . (2.3)
Note, however, that the corresponding chiral superfields ΣI are not constrained [35], as they
depend on one additional degree of freedom, e5y.
There is a combination of the above superfields that will play an important roˆle in this
paper. This is the gauge invariant
V Iy ≡ ΣI + Σ¯I − ∂yV I = e5ybI + θσµθ¯F Iyµ + · · · (2.4)
where Fyµ = ∂yAµ − ∂µAy. Clearly, V Iy is invariant under the gauge transformations
V I → V I + ΛI + Λ¯I , ΣI → ΣI + ∂yΛI . (2.5)
For the upcoming discussion, it is crucial to stress the fact that Fyµ is a component of V
I
y . In
fact, it is well known that the brane localised gauge fields lead to modifications of the 2-form
F I ,
F I = dAI − δ(y)(brane fields) . (2.6)
(The precise form of the brane term will be presented in section 3.) We will have therefore to
modify Eq.(2.4) in such a way that V Iy ∼ θσµθ¯F Iyµ still holds. This will be done in section 3.
The crucial ingredient in 5d heterotic M-theory is the universal hypermultiplet. It consists
of four real scalars and their supersymmetric partners., and can be decomposed into two chiral
N = 1 superfields, S and Φ. The so-called dilaton superfield S is associated with the volume
of the internal Calabi-Yau 3-fold measured at the position y along the orbifold. Its lowest
component is
S(y) = VCY (y) + |ξ|2 + iσ . (2.7)
Here, σ is dual to the 5d 3-form potential C˜3 arising from the 11d bulk in the Horˇava-Witten
setup, while ξ is an S1/Z2-odd complex field which appears in the expansion of the 11d 3-form
potential C3 (of the 4-form G) in harmonic forms,
C3 = C˜3 + ξΩ+ ξ¯Ω¯ + V
1
3
CYA
I ∧ ωI + · · · (2.8)
Finally, let us mention that Φ ∝ ξ is an S1/Z2-odd chiral superfield.
According to [6, 7], the 11d G-flux induces a gauging of the shift symmetry σ → σ + λ by
a suitable combination of the 5d vector multiplets:2
S → S − 2ǫ(y)αIΛI , (2.9)
1The ellipsis in the following expressions stand for the fermionic and auxiliary components of the corresponding
superfields. For a discussion of these terms see [35, 37, 42].
2This shift symmetry is a particular subgroup of the isometries of the universal hyperscalar manifold. As such,
from the viewpoint of 5d supergravity, this is not the most general gauging (see [41] and references therein).
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V I → V I +ΛI + Λ¯I , ΣI → ΣI + ∂yΛI . (2.10)
The 5d superspace Lagrangian will have to be invariant under these transformations. As it
was explained in [34], the relevant bulk couplings, i.e. those couplings leading to non-vanishing
4d moduli interactions, can be written in the form of a D-term Lagrangian in five dimensions
LD = −3
∫
d4θ φ¯φ [N (Vy)]
1
3
[
S0 + S¯0 + 2ǫ(y)αIV
I − 2αI
∫ y
0
ǫ(y)(ΣI + Σ¯I)
] 1
3
, (2.11)
where N (Vy) ≡ dIJKV Iy V Jy V Ky is determined by the CY intersection numbers dIJK appearing
also in (2.3). We note that at energies below the compactification scale, the superfields φ and
S0 can be replaced by their zero modes, which have no y-dependence. In fact, as we reduce
to 4d φ becomes the chiral compensator superfield and S0 is the 4d chiral superfield defined
by S0 ≡ S(y = 0).
The superspace 5d Lagrangian above was derived in [34] from a 5d supergravity perspective.
Here, we will give a bottom-up way of understanding this expression. In the limit of vanishing
G4-flux there is no warping and the low energy 4d tree-level Lagrangian is just
LD,4d = −3
∫
d4θ φ¯φ exp(−K/3) , (2.12)
with Ka¨hler potential
K = − ln(S + S¯)− lnN (Σ + Σ¯) . (2.13)
Now, consider uplifting this expression to 5d still without G-flux (and warping). We must
care about 5d Poincare´ and gauge invariance. As we said above, in 5d ΣI + Σ¯I is not a gauge
invariant, while V Iy = Σ
I + Σ¯I − ∂yV I is. Therefore, in going to 5d we have to modify (2.12)
as
LD,4d → LD,5d = −3
∫
d4θ φ¯φ [N (Vy)]
1
3
(
S + S¯
) 1
3 + · · · , (2.14)
where the ellipsis stand for odd superfields which vanish in the low-energy limit. Of course, 5d
Poincare´ invariance must be also imposed both in the vector and dilaton sector. We will here
not care about the vector sector, see [34] for details. The only way of recovering 5d Poincare´
invariance in the dilaton sector is to introduce an F-term Lagrangian which must have the
form (see e.g. [43])
LF,5d =
∫
d2θ φ3 Φ ∂yS + h.c. + · · · , (2.15)
where Φ is an odd chiral superfield3.
Let us now turn on theG-flux. We know that this correponds to gauging the shift symmetry
S → S+iλ by a suitable combination of the 5d vector multiplets. Imposing invariance of LF,5d
under the action of this transformation we find that ∂yS must be replaced by ∂yS+2ǫ(y)αIΣ
I .
Likewise, in LD,5d we must replace (S + S¯) by (S + S¯ + 2ǫ(y)αIV I). Finally, we introduce S0
as
S = S0 − 2αI
∫ y
0
ǫ(y)ΣI . (2.16)
3In the notation of [34], Φ is an odd combination of several superfields defined therein: 4Φ = hc2/h1 +H
c(h1 +
H)/(h1h2).
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To fully understand the meaning of S0 we must note that now LF,5d reads
LF,5d =
∫
d2θ φ3 Φ ∂yS0 + h.c. + · · · (2.17)
Going to 4d the odd superfield Φ acts as multiplier imposing that ∂yS0 = 0 [34, 38]. This
means that S0 is a 4d superfield and according to (2.16) it is the value of the dilaton measured
at the visible brane (y = 0). Finally, plugging (2.16) back into (2.14) we obtain the D-term
Lagrangian (2.11).
2.2 Reduction to 4d and the effective Ka¨hler potential
In the preceding discussion we have seen how starting from the known 4d weakly coupled het-
erotic theory, one can uplift to 5d and turn on the G-flux to obtain the superspace Lagrangian
(2.11). We will now go the opposite way from 5d to 4d, but keeping the non-vanishing warping.
It is not difficult to see that the 4d Ka¨hler potential is obtained by performing the following
integral (cf. (2.12))
e−K/3 =
∮
dy
[N (Σ + Σ¯)] 13 [S0 + S¯0 − 2αI
∫ y
0
ǫ(y)(ΣI + Σ¯I)
] 1
3
, (2.18)
where we retained only S1/Z2-even quantities. The difficulty now is to evaluate this expression
explicitely in the warped background. As it was pointed out in [34], it is only in the h1,1 = 1
case that this is straightforward. We obtain [34,44]
K = −3 ln 3
4α
[
(S0 + S¯0)
4
3 − (Spi + S¯pi)
4
3
]
, (2.19)
where the modulus Spi ≡ S0 − αT measures the size of the CY 3-fold at the location of the
hidden brane, and4
T ≡
∮
dyΣ =
∫ pi
0
dye5y + i
∫ pi
0
dyAy + · · · (2.20)
In the weak coupling limit αRe(T )≪ Re(S) we recover the universal Ka¨hler potential
K = − ln(S + S¯)− 3 ln(T + T¯ ) (2.21)
where we introduced the average CY volume modulus S ≡ (S0 + Spi)/2. Note that due to
warping, in the strong coupling regime the nice direct product of the hypermultiplet sec-
tor and the vector sector patent in (2.21) disappears. Moreover, unlike the weak coupling
Ka¨hler potential (2.21), the exact Ka¨hler potential (2.19) describes a moduli space which has
a curvature singularity at the strong coupling limit Re(Spi) = 0.
Before considering the addition of bulk M5 branes, let us comment on the structure of the
Ka¨hler potential in the more general h1,1 > 1 case. The first fact we want to stress is that K
is now a function of Re(S0) and of the 4d Ka¨hler moduli Re(T
I), where
T I ≡
∮
dyΣI , (2.22)
4 In this paper, the definition of the moduli T I differs from the one in [34] by a factor of 2π.
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and, again, Re(S0) measures the size of the CY 3-fold at the visible brane. Note that, instead
of, say, T 0 one can use the modulus Spi ≡ S0 − αIT I which sets the size of the CY at the
hidden brane, or the average CY size modulus S defined above. As a non-trivial example, let
us consider the STU-model with h1,1 = 3, α0 6= 0, α1 = α2 = 0 and d123 = 1. The Ka¨hler
potential can be determined using the methods of [34,38] and turns out to be
KSTU = − ln 1
2α0
[
(S0 + S¯0)
2 − (Spi + S¯pi)2
]− ln(T 1 + T¯ 1)(T 2 + T¯ 2). (2.23)
It is important to note that in the two examples presented in this section, where we are
able to explicitely calculate the low-energy Ka¨hler potential, the following set of relations is
satisfied:
Ki(Xi + X¯i) = −4, (2.24)
Kij¯(Xi + X¯i) = −Kj¯ , (2.25)
Kj¯iKiKj¯ = 4, (2.26)
where the Xi denote collectively the S and T moduli. Moreover, these expressions still hold
in the presence of M5 branes in the bulk. This leads us to conjecture that they should be
valid also in the general case, regardless of the explicit form of the intersection numbers dijk
and the number of five-branes in the 5d bulk. We show in appendix A that this is true, at
least for general dijk and no five-branes.
2.3 Bulk M5 branes
Sometimes it is useful to introduce bulk five-branes to more easily satisfy the tadpole cance-
lation conditions [45–48]. For simplicity we will specialize to the case with h1,1 = 1. There is
therefore only one 2-cycle the five-brane can wrapp. The presence of the five-brane in the bulk
modifies the y-dependence of the G4 flux. This can be very easily accounted for by replacing
the coupling α0ǫ(y) in Eq.(2.18) by α(y)ǫ(y) with
α(y) =
{
α0 , 0 < |y| < z
α1 , z < |y| < π (2.27)
where z is a fixed reference distance of the five-brane to the visible boundary,
∫ z
dy e5y being
the physical distance.
The Ka¨hler potential was determined in [34]. It is given by
K = −3 ln 3
4
[
α−10 (S0 + S¯0)
4
3 − (α−10 − α−11 )(S5 + S¯5)
4
3 − α−11 (Spi + S¯pi)
4
3
]
. (2.28)
Here, Re(S5) is the volume of the internal CY measured at the position of the five-brane,
which can be rewritten in terms of the five-brane position modulus Z as5
S5 = S0 − α0Z , (2.29)
where [49–51]
Z ≡
∫ z
0
dy
(
e5y + iAy
)− iB , (2.30)
5The definition of the modulus Z used in [34] differes from the present one by a factor of 2.
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and B originates from the KK reduction of the 2-form living on the five-brane. Finally, the
modulus Spi can also be expressed in terms of the five-brane modulus Z as
Spi = S0 − α1T − (α0 − α1)Z . (2.31)
We note that β ≡ (α1 − α0) is the tension of the five-brane and therefore must be positive,
that is
α1 > α0 . (2.32)
3 Brane localised couplings and the Ka¨hler poten-
tial
The requirement of global anomaly cancelation leads necessarily to non-trivial gauge bundles
and therefore to the breaking of the E8 gauge symmetries at least at one of the boundary
planes. The resulting low-energy brane field content as well as its interactions depend on the
precise choice of the vector bundle and also on the CY 3-fold. We will see now how by solving
the Bianchi identities one can derive the contribution of the brane multiplets to both the
Ka¨hler and superpotential. To illustrate this idea, we will first describe the brane localised
couplings in the simplest case of the standard embedding with universal moduli only. The
general case of a non-standard embedding with h1,1 6= 1 will then be discussed below.
3.1 Standard embedding with universal moduli
In the standard embedding the gauge group at the visible brane reduces to an E6 ⊂ E8 and, in
addition to the corresponding gauge fields, there are h1,1 charged multiplets CI transforming
in the 2¯7 representation of the E6 (for simplicity we assume h
2,1 = 0). We will consider the
case h1,1 = 1. Since we are dealing here with 5d supergravity, the kinetic terms for C must
be encoded in a D-term Lagrangian localised at the visible brane,
LDmatter = −3δ(y)
∫
d4θφ¯φΩ(C, C¯; S + S¯; Vy). (3.1)
This term can be determined by solving the Bianchi identity for the 5d 2-form F in the
presence of (a gradient of) the matter field C. In fact, the only natural and gauge invariant
way of obtaining such a term is by performing the following addition to (2.11):
Vy → Vy = Σ+ Σ¯− ∂yV − δ(y)C¯C. (3.2)
This modification is required to ensure the gauge invariance of the action and can be obtained
by noting that V Iy = · · ·+ iθ¯σµθF Iµy. In fact, in the presence of brane matter, the 5d Bianchi
identities have brane localised sources, leading to
F = dA+ δ(y)(iC¯DµC + c.c.)dx
µ ∧ dy. (3.3)
The above redefiniton of Vy must be accompanied by a modification in the definition of
the superfield Σ,
Σ→ Σ = 1
2
(e5y b+ δ(y)|C|2) +
i
2
Ay + · · · (3.4)
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The rational behind this is to impose that the lowest component of the superfield Ω in Eq.(3.1),
which is the coefficient of the Einstein-Hilbert term [52], has no support on the brane. In this
way we ensure that no brane localised Einstein-Hilbert terms exist. Likewise, the dilaton
superfield S0 (see (2.7)) is modified as
S0 = VCY (0) +
α
2
|C|2 + iσ(0) , (3.5)
(with ξ(0) = 0) otherwise the bulk Lagrangian would depend on the brane field C.
To determine the low-energy Ka¨hler potential we have now to perform the following inte-
gral:
e−K/3 =
∫
dy
[N (Σ + Σ¯− δ(y)CC¯)] 13 [S0 + S¯0 − 2α
∫ y
0
ǫ(y)(Σ + Σ¯)
] 1
3
. (3.6)
It is enough to calculate the lowest component of this superfield expression, since the rest can
be obtained by supersymmetrization [34]. (This is the reason we dropped the vector superfield
V in Eq.(3.6).) The lowest component of (3.6) is (with d111 = 1)
e−K/3 = 2
∫ pi
0
dy e5y
[
2VCY (0)− 2α
∫ y
0
e5y
] 1
3
=
3
4α
(2VCY )
4
3 (0)− 3
4α
(
2VCY (0) − 2α
∫ pi
0
dy e5y
) 4
3
.
(3.7)
Notice that, due to the definition of Σ, eq.(3.4), we have now
T =
∮
dyΣ =
∫ pi
0
dy(e5y + iAy) +
1
2
|C|2 . (3.8)
We thus see that in terms of the holomorphic coordinates the Ka¨hler potential reads
K = K(S0 + S¯0 − α|C|2; T + T¯ − |C|2)
= −3 ln 3
4α
[
(S0 + S¯0 − α|C|2)
4
3 − (S0 + S¯0 − α(T + T¯ ))
4
3
]
.
(3.9)
In the α→ 0 limit we find the well known result
K = − ln(S + S¯ − α|C|2/2) − 3 ln(T + T¯ − |C|2) . (3.10)
It is important to stress that the combination T + T¯ − |C|2, appearing in the Ka¨hler
potential, is still proportional to the undeformed volume of the 2-cycle:
T + T¯ − |C|2 =
∮
dye5y ∼
∮
dy
√
g11
∫
2cycle
J , (3.11)
where J is the Ka¨hler 2-form of the CY 3-fold. By undeformed volume we mean the following.
To leading order, the effect of turning on the gauge bundles at the boundaries is just to
produce an 11d metric which is a warped product of a CY 3-fold and a 5d spacetime. At
this level of approximation, the only effect of the G-flux is the CY volume’s dependence on
y. Clearly, Eq.(3.11) gives the volume of the cycle at this level of approximation. Notice, in
particular, that it does not depend on the value of C. In fact, this should be expected, as the
warping is determined by topological numbers and it therefore cannot change continuously as
we change the gauge bundles at the boundaries. On the other hand, in general we do expect
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the volume of the cycles to be deformed continuously in the presence of these gauge bundles,
that is, it should depend on the vector bundle moduli φα and charged matter Ca. As we will
argue in section 6, while the Ka¨hler potential depends on the undeformed volume of the cycles,
the superpotential induced by brane instantons will be a function of the deformed volume of
the wrapped holomorphic cycles and will thus depend on φα and Ca. Note that the same
reasoning applies to the dilaton superfields S0 and Spi and the fact that the Ka¨hler potential
depends only on the warped volume of the CY, which is sensitive only to the topology of the
gauge bundle.
3.2 Non-standard embedding
In the general case, that is for other choices of the gauge bundle, additional states will be
present at the 4d branes. In particular, in addition to the chiral multiplets Ca charged
under the 4d gauge groups, one finds vector bundle moduli φα whose number depends on the
topological properties of the vector bundle. The VEVs of the bundle moduli determine the
configuration of the gauge bundle and thus also the value of Yukawa couplings and matter
kinetic terms. As such, it is important to know how and at which values they are stabilized.
As we have seen above, their kinetic terms, determined by the way they enter the 4d Ka¨hler
potential, can be obtained by looking at the 5d Bianchi identities. A direct reduction from
the 11d Bianchi identity for the 4-form G shows that
F I = dAI − λ δ(y)dy ∧ dxµ trE8
[
Aµ
∫
cI
d˜A˜+
∫
CY
(DµA˜) ∧ A˜ ∧ ωI
]
, (3.12)
where we decomposed the E8 gauge field into a component along the CY 3-fold A˜ and a
component along the macroscopic four dimensions A = Aµdxµ. Moreover, d˜ is the exterior
derivative operator defined on the CY while Dµ ≡ ∂µ + [Aµ, ·]. The {cI} form a basis of h1,1
cycles such that ∫
cI
ωJ =
∫
CY
ωI ∧ ωJ = δIJ . (3.13)
Note that above and in the following, for simplicity, we suppress similar terms that can be
induced by a non-trivial gauge bundle at the hidden brane.
In Eq.(3.12) we have two source terms. The first one will be discussed in section 4 as it
can lead to Fayet-Iliopoulos D-terms. The second,
δ(y)
∫
CY
trE8
[
(DµA˜) ∧ A˜ ∧ ωI
]
, (3.14)
is manifestly gauge invariant in respect to the unbroken 4d gauge transformations, and it
depends on the (covariant) derivative of A˜. We introduce now a set of (local) complex coor-
dinates along the CY 3-fold, {zn} (n = 1, 2, 3), and write
A˜ = Andzn + A¯n¯dz¯n¯. (3.15)
Recalling that A˜ = A˜[φ, φ¯;C, C¯ ] and the fact that ∂α,aAn = 0, it follows that F Iµy is a
component of the superfield V Iy where now
V Iy = Σ
I + Σ¯I − ∂yV I − δ(y)kI(φ, φ¯ ;C, C¯), (3.16)
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and the superfield kI is found to be6
kI = iλ
∫
CY
trE8
(Andzn ∧ A¯n¯dz¯n¯) ∧ ωI , (3.17)
which can be easily checked to be real. As in the universal case discussed above, the 5d Ka¨hler
moduli ΣI are modified as
ΣI =
1
2
(e5y b
I + δ(y)kI) +
i
2
AIy , (3.18)
and therefore
T I =
∫ pi
0
dy (e5y b
I + iAIy) +
1
2
kI . (3.19)
Likewise, the lowest component of the dilaton superfield also depends on the brane fields as
S0 = VCY (0) + αIk
I(φ, φ¯;C, C¯) + i σ(0) . (3.20)
We can use now the same reasoning as before to show that in the general case the effective
4d Ka¨hler potential reads
K = K (S0 + S¯0 − αIkI(φ, φ¯;C, C¯) ;T I + T¯ I − kI(φ, φ¯;C, C¯)) . (3.21)
In the case of the standard embedding with universal moduli only we have k = |C|2 and
Eq.(3.21) reduces to Eq.(3.9).
As a non-trivial test of this result let us consider the weak coupling limit αI → 0. In this
case the Ka¨hler potential is
K = − ln(S + S¯) +K1,1(T I + T¯ I − kI) ≃ − ln(S + S¯) +K1,1(T + T¯ )−K1,1I kI , (3.22)
where K1,1(T + T¯ ) is the Ka¨hler potential for the Ka¨hler moduli. The last term on the r.h.s.
can be regarded as the brane fields Ka¨hler potential and reads
Kbrane = −K1,1I kI = −iλ
∫
CY
trE8
(Andzn ∧ A¯n¯dz¯n¯) ∧ K1,1I ωI . (3.23)
Finally, this can be rewriten as
Kbrane ≃ 3iλ
∫
CY tr
(A ∧ A¯) ∧ J ∧ J∫
CY J ∧ J ∧ J
∼ λ
2
tr
∫ √
gCY g
nm¯
CYAnA¯m¯ , (3.24)
where J is the Ka¨hler 2-form of the CY 3-fold. This expression matches the Ka¨hler potential
that can be obtained by a direct reduction of the 10d Yang-Mills action, see e.g. [24]. Note
that also the cross term between the T -moduli and the bundle moduli mentioned in this
reference follows directly from the above Ka¨hler potential. There is no need for an additional
contribution to K to explain this term, in contrast to the expectations expressed in [24].
Notice that we can also determine a one-loop correction to the bundle moduli and matter
Ka¨hler potential (3.24), which reads
K1−loopbrane ≃ −KS0αIkI ∼ −i
λ
S0 + S¯0
∫
CY
tr
(A ∧ A¯) ∧ [ tr(F2)− 1
2
tr(R2)
]
, (3.25)
6In fact, we are determining kI up to a sum of a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic term which can be shifted
into the definition of T I without affecting our conclusions below.
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and depends on the second Chern characters of the vector and tangent bundles.
A few remarks are now in order. Firstly, we would like to stress that the way K depends
on the brane fields is not unexpected. A similar expression, the DeWolfe-Giddings Ka¨hler
potential [30], has been proposed in the context of type IIB compactifications with mobile D3
branes, where it can naturally be matched to the kinetic terms derived from the Born-Infeld
action for D3-branes.7 An important feature of our Ka¨hler potential is that the vector bundle
moduli cannot be disentangled from the geometric moduli. It is therefore excluded that the
Ka¨hler potential for the former be
− p ln(φ+ φ¯) , (3.26)
as advocated e.g. in [24]. Moreover, the above form for the Ka¨hler potential preserves an
important property already mentioned in section 2.2, namely that
Kij¯KiKj¯ = 4 , (3.27)
where i, j¯ run over all moduli and matter, even in the presence of the brane fields. We prove
this assertion in the appendix. This is the heterotic M-theory counterpart of the no-scale
structure property in the type IIB case.
Finally, let us comment on the structure of kI(φ, φ¯; C, C¯). To do this, we note that the
bundle moduli and charged matter fields are introduced as
A¯ = A¯(φ) + C , (3.28)
where A¯(φ) is a solution of the zero-slope limit of the hermitian Yang-Mills equations, and the
charged fluctuations C span the Dolbeault cohomology H1(CY3, VS), where VS is the vector
bundle in the representation S at the y = 0 brane. Let us introduce a set of 1-forms {u¯a}
forming a basis of H1(CY3, VS). Then, C = u¯aC
a and we see that kI consists of two pieces
kI = kIφ(φ, φ¯) +G
I
ab¯(φ, φ¯)C¯
b¯Ca , (3.29)
where kIφ depends only on the bundle moduli and is obtained by evaluating Eq.(3.17) for
solutions of the zero-slope limit of the hermitian Yang-Mills equations, while
GIab¯(φ, φ¯) = iλ
∫
CY
trE8(ub¯ ∧ u¯a) ∧ ωI . (3.30)
It would be interesting to evaluate these expressions explicitly, e.g. using the gauge instanton
solution studied in [53]. We leave this for future work.
4 Anomalous U(1)s and Fayet-Iliopoulos terms
Recent searches for realistic heterotic model-building using non-trivial line-bundles naturally
lead to the presence of anomalous U(1)s in the gauge group content of both the visible and
the hidden branes (see [31–33] and references therein). The effects of such anomalous U(1)X
7A relevant difference between our case and the DeWolfe-Giddings Ka¨hler potential is that the latter is only known
to apply when h1,1 = 1. In that case the little Ka¨hler potential k is just the Ka¨hler potential of the compactification
CY evaluated at the position of the mobile D3 brane [30]. It is natural to expect that this expression extends to
h1,1 > 1, although it is not clear what the kI will be in that case.
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factors was studied long ago in [54] in the absence of bulk M5 branes. Their results were
recently extended to include M5 branes in [32]. One of the facts pointed out in [32] is that,
in the effective 4d theory, not only the dilaton but also the Ka¨hler moduli and the five-brane
moduli will be charged under the anomalous U(1)X . We will show below how their charges
relate to each other.
Important to us is the fact that the U(1)X induce moduli-dependent Fayet-Iliopolous terms,
leading to positive contributions to the potential energy. As it was first pointed out in the
context of type IIB flux compactifications, these FI terms have the potential of helping with
uplifting possible AdS4 vacua [9, 17]. This possibility was also explored in the heterotic M-
theory setup in ref. [26]. However, as we will argue in this section, this reference did not
include all terms relevant for the analysis.
To study the effects of the anomalous U(1)X we have once again to take into account the
modification to the 5d Lagrangian presented in the previous section. This modification is
supported at the orbifold branes where the U(1)X is acting. We will assume, for notational
simplicity, that there is just one U(1)X at the visible brane, none in the hidden one. The
generalization to multiple anomalous U(1)s in both branes is straightforward. The modified
Bianchi identities for the bulk gauge multiplets lead to [54]
F I = dAI − qIδ(y)AX ∧ dy , (4.1)
where, according to Eq.(3.12), the charges qI are the topological invariants
qI ∼ −λ
∫
cI
d˜A˜X = −λ
∫
cI
c1(A˜X) , (4.2)
determined by the first Chern class c1(A˜X) of the vector bundle. In our superspace formalism
this corresponds to rewriting V Iy as
V Iy = Σ
I + Σ¯I − ∂yV I − qIδ(y)VX , (4.3)
where VX is the 4d vector superfield (in Wess-Zumino gauge) transforming under the U(1)X
as
VX → VX + ΛX + Λ¯X . (4.4)
Moreover, the condition that F I is a gauge invariant implies that V Iy has to be invariant under
this transformation. Thus, we find that ΣI shifts under the anomalous U(1)X ,
ΣI → ΣI + qIδ(y)ΛX . (4.5)
In component notation this means that AIy → AIy + qIδ(y)λX (x). This shift is necessary to
cancel out the brane localised anomaly [54].
As we just pointed out, the only effect of the anomalous U(1)X on the bulk superspace
Lagrangian is to rewrite Vy, introducing brane-localised terms. The latter induce tadpole
terms for V I proportional to VX , which source ”non-zero” modes
V I = −1
2
qIVXǫ(y)(1− |y|/π) + V˜ I , (4.6)
leading to
V Iy = Σ
I + Σ¯I − ∂yV˜ I − q
I
2π
VX . (4.7)
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Here, V˜ I stands for the y-dependent fluctuations which, since the vector superfield V I is
S1/Z2-odd, vanish at low energies. Going down to 4d, the above non-zero modes will con-
tribute VX-dependent terms to the effective Ka¨hler potential. We will see now what those
terms are.
To determine the effective Ka¨hler potential, using Eqs.(2.11) and (4.6) we find that we
have to perform the following integral
e−K/3 =
∫
dy
[N (Σ + Σ¯− q2piVX)] 13
[
S0 + S¯0 − αIqIVX − 2αI
∫ y
0
ǫ(y)(ΣI + Σ¯I − qI2piVX)
] 1
3
,
(4.8)
where we supressed all odd superfields and possible brane chiral matter contributions. Now,
we know that for VX = 0 and no brane chiral matter, the Ka¨hler potential depends only on
the 4d moduli S0 and T
I . Therefore, if K(S0+ S¯0; T I+ T¯ I) is the Ka¨hler potential for VX = 0,
then we find that turning on VX the Ka¨hler potential is
K = K (S0 + S¯0 − αIqIVX ; T I + T¯ I − qI VX) . (4.9)
To obtain the D-term potential due to the FI terms we will assume that VX is normalized
such that the anomalous gauge kinetic term is
1
4
∫
d2θS0WXWX + c.c. (4.10)
We find then
VD =
1
2
(qIαIKS0 + qIKI)2
S0 + S¯0
. (4.11)
As pointed out in [31], the D-flatness condition qI(αIKS0 +KI) = 0 can be re-interpreted as a
1-loop corrected Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau integrability condition. This is intimately related
to the appearence of a 1-loop correction to the brane kinetic term (3.25). To illustrate the
relevance of FI D-term potentials for moduli stabilization, we study the tractable h1,1 = 1
case. Using Eq.(2.19) we find that the D-term potential reads
VD =
8α2q2
(S0 + S¯0)
1
3
1[
(S0 + S¯0)
4
3 − (Spi + S¯pi) 43
]2 . (4.12)
It is interesting to consider the weak-coupling limit αRe(T ) ≪ Re(S0). We find to leading
order
VD ≃ 9q
2
2
1
(S + S¯)(T + T¯ )2
, (4.13)
which clearly differs from the result found in [26]. Note that this difference is not qualitative,
because the physical force towards increasing both Re(S) and Re(T ) is also present in the D-
term potential of [26]. This force drives the theory to the phenomenologically interesting limit
of strong coupling at the hidden brane and might be a means of obtaning (supersymmetry
breaking) stable dS vacua. We will explore this possibility in a forthcoming publication.
We close this section recalling how the above reasoning is changed once we take into
account the effects of matter charged under the anomalous U(1)X acting at the visible brane.
We denote by C the chiral multiplets with U(1)X charges QC . Note that we are suppressing
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non-abelian indices. The main effect of the presence of the charged matter at the visible brane
is to induce the following change in the D-term
DX ∼
(
qI +
∑
C
QC G
I
CC¯(φ, φ¯)|C|2
)
(αIKS0 +KI) . (4.14)
As expected, the inclusion of the charged matter fields induces a potential that eventually can
be canceled by giving suitable Vevs to the charged scalars. If this happens, then (4.12) is of
no use for moduli stabilization.
5 Superpotential
In this section we discuss the perturbative and non-perturbative superpotentials needed for
moduli stabilization.
The perturbative superpotential can be derived in several ways. One is to use the well-
known fact that in the presence of non-zero four-form flux G, an effective 4d superpotential
[55–58]
W =
∫
M7
G ∧ Ω (5.1)
(M7 = CY3 × S1/Z2) is generated. We will study first the superpotential dependence on the
brane fields. Solving the Bianchi identities one finds the following brane induced G
Gbrane ∼ −λdy ∧ trE8
[
A˜ ∧ d˜A˜+ 2
3
A˜ ∧ A˜ ∧ A˜
]
, (5.2)
which then leads to the superpotential [59]
W ∼ λ
∫
CY
Ω ∧ trE8
[
A¯ ∧ ∂¯A¯+ 2
3
A¯ ∧ A¯ ∧ A¯
]
. (5.3)
Note that a priori this superpotential includes not only the bundle moduli and charged matter
but also the massive modes. In addition, it also depends on the complex structure moduli.
As pointed out in [59], once the condition of holomorphicity F¯ = 0 is satisfied, the bundle
moduli parameterize flat directions of the superpotential. In fact,
∂φW ∼ 2λ
∫
Ω ∧ trE8(∂φA¯ ∧ F¯) , (5.4)
vanishes if F¯(φ) = 0.
It is instructive to see what kind of terms one obtains expanding around a given gauge
bundle A(φ),
A¯ = A¯(φ) + C ≡ A¯(φ) + uaCa . (5.5)
We find that
Wpert ∼ λ
∫
Ω ∧ trE8
(
C ∧ D¯C + 2
3
C ∧ C ∧ C
)
, (5.6)
already taking into account that the background gauge bundle is holomorphic. We recall that
the charged massless fluctuations should satisfy D¯C = 0. Then, only the last term contributes
to the superpotential which is a cubic function of the charged matter fields. It is important
to stress that it also depends on the complex structure moduli z and bundle moduli φ.
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In addition to (5.6), the four-flux G generally also induces a flux superpotential Wflux(z)
through (5.1), depending only on the complex structure moduli z. In this paper we will assume
that all complex structure moduli are frozen by the effect ofWflux. After integrating out these
moduli, a constant8 superpotential W0 remains, which can in 5d be seen as a Scherk-Schwarz
twist.
The perturbative effects discussed sofar cannot alone provide for a stable vacuum. Fortu-
natly, a number of non-perturbative effects have the potential to deform the vacuum structure
of heterotic M-theory. In particular, non-perturbative superpotentials can be induced by: i)
euclidean M2 branes wrapping CY 2-cycles and stretching between the orbifold planes (and
possible bulk M5 branes) [22, 51, 60, 61]; ii) gaugino condensation in strongly coupled gauge
sector(s) [62–64], typically at the hidden brane [65–69]; iii) and euclidean M5 branes wrapping
the whole CY 3-fold at the orbifold fix points [70].
Regarding the third effect (M5 brane instantons), let us point out its similarity to the
superpotential induced by the gauge instantons, in that both are controled by the Si moduli.
One might wonder whether these are two different descriptions of the same phenomenon.
For that reason, and since the detailed form of the euclidean M5 brane superpotential is not
fully understood [70], we will neglect it and assume that the non-perturbative superpotential
reads [51],9
Wnp =
∑
i
Aie
−aT i +Be−bSpi , (5.7)
where the first term at the r.h.s. arises from the brane instantons while the second one is
due to gaugino condensation at the hidden brane. Here, T i = βiIT
I is the Ka¨hler modulus
associated with the wrapped i-th holomorphic two cycle and a is determined by the M2 brane
tension. The constant b is determined by the field content at the hidden brane. On the other
hand, the prefactors Ai and B are, in general, functions of additional moduli. That is
Ai = Ai(φ,C, z), B = B(φ,C, z), (5.8)
where φ,C denote brane localised bundle moduli and matter and z stands for complex struc-
ture moduli. In case we have additional M5 branes in the 5d bulk, Eq.(5.7) includes additional
terms due to M2 brane instantons connecting the different branes.
The bundle moduli dependence of Ai is in general not known but there are a few results that
can be stated. Firstly, let us recall that for Ai to be non-vanishing, the M2 brane instanton
must be wrapping an isolated genus zero holomorphic curve (times the orbifold interval).
Moreover, the vector bundle pulled back to the wrapped curve must be trivial which implies
that since T i ≡ βiIT I , then [72]
βiIq
I ∼
∫
c1(VX) ∧ βiI ωI = 0 , (5.9)
must be satisfied. This has the interesting implication that Ai(φ,C) must be a singlet.
10
8See however ref. [58], which indicates that the flux superpotential may also depend on the Ka¨hler moduli.
9See, however, ref. [71], which advocates another form for the non-perturbative superpotential Wnp.
10We see that this presents a solution to the possible incompability between D-term potentials and non-perturbative
superpotentials different from the one found in the case of gaugino condensation on D7-branes in type IIB com-
pactifications. In this case, it was shown by an explicit calculation [73] that the prefactor can be charged under the
anomalous U(1)X in such a way as to make the superpotential gauge invariant. In our case, the prefactor is allways
a singlet and therefore must vanish in case the exponential factor in the superpotential is not U(1)X invariant.
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The prefactor Ai is essentially determined by the Pfaffian of the chiral Dirac operator
evaluated in the background of the gauge bundle pulled back to the holomorphic curve. In a
series of papers [74–76], Buchbinder et al. were able to explicitly calculate the bundle moduli
dependence of Ai in a number of examples with vector bundles constructed on elliptically
fibered CY 3-folds. They found that Ai is a non-vanishing homogeneous polynomial function of
certain bundle moduli, dubbed transition moduli since they trigger small instanton transitions
at the i-th curve as they approach zero. A nice explanation of these and related issues can be
found in [24].
Finally, let us point out that in this paper we assume the gauge bundle at the hidden brane
to be trivial. Therefore, in this case the gaugino condensate 1-loop determinant B is just a
holomorphic function of the complex structure moduli.
6 Supersymmetric (adS) vacua
In this section we search for supersymmetric vacua. In view of the new understanding of the
Ka¨hler potential with brane multiplets obtained in section 3.1, we expect our results to be
distinct from the ones in ref. [24]. To keep our dicussion as simple as possible we take h1,1 = 1
and no bulk M5 branes. Furthermore, we consider the gauge bundle at the hidden brane to
be trivial and exclude the possibility of anomalous U(1) factors acting at the visible brane.
We follow [24], which in the spirit of KKLT [1] assumes that the complex structure moduli
are stabilized in values which are approximately independent of the other moduli. Then, the
superpotential reads
W =W0 +Wpert(φ,C) +A(φ,C)e
−aT +Be−bSpi . (6.1)
Supersymmetric anti-de Sitter vacua can be obtained whenever
DiW = 0 (6.2)
can be satisfied, with i running over all moduli.
We observe first that DCaW = 0 can be satisfied at C = 0 in case A(φ,C) is regular at
C = 0, which we take for granted in the following. In fact the latter implies that ∂CaW = 0.
Then, since (cf. (3.30))
Ka ≡ ∂CaK = −KIGIab¯(φ, φ¯)C¯ b¯ (6.3)
also vanishes for C = 0, we find that KaW = 0 at that point and DCaW = 0 as we wanted to
show.
Our search for supersymmetric (AdS) vacua reduces now to studying the superpotential
W =W0 +A(φ)e
−aT +Be−bSpi , (6.4)
where A(φ) = A(φ,C = 0). Recall that in section 5 we pointed out that Wpert(φ,C = 0)
would not depend on the vector bundle moduli φ once we impose the vector bundle to be
holomorphic (F¯ = 0). We will assume this to be the case in the following. It is then not
difficult to find that, due to the specific way the bundle moduli and the Ka¨hler moduli mix
in Eq.(3.21), we have
DφαW = e
−aT (∂α − akα)A(φ)− kαDTW . (6.5)
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The value of φα in a supersymmetric vacuum (with DTW = 0) is thus found by solving the
reduced problem 11
D˜αW(φ) ≡ ∂αW(φ) + kαW(φ) = 0 , (6.6)
with the reduced superpotential W(φ) = A(φ)− 1a and the reduced Ka¨hler potential being
k(φ, φ¯). It is important to stress that the value of φα in the supersymmetric vacuum is fully
independent of the geometric moduli Spi and T . This is in contrast to the findings of [24].
Moreover, the above supersymmetry condition on the bundle moduli has an interesting
physical interpretation, as we explain now. This relies on understanding the origin of the
φ-dependence of the prefactor A(φ). Adapting an argument given in [78,79], in the type IIB
context, we find that this dependence can be traced back to the correction that the volume
of the 3-cycle wrapped by the brane instanton suffers in the presence of the non-trivial brane
localised gauge bundle12. In the present case, with h1,1 = 1, the total volume reads
V3 ≡
∮
dyV1,1 = V
0
3 + δV
0
3 , (6.7)
with the undeformed volume being (cf. (3.11))
V 03 = T + T¯ − k(φ, φ¯) , (6.8)
and the correction
δV 03 = k(φ, φ¯)− a−1 ln |A(φ)|2 + const. (6.9)
Clearly, the supersymmetry condition on the gauge bundle, D˜αW(φ) = 0, now gains a sug-
gestive new face
∂
∂φα
δV 03 (φ, φ¯) = 0 . (6.10)
We thus see that in a supersymmetric vacuum, the bundle moduli extremize the volume of
the cycles wrapped by brane instantons.
In case a solution, φ = φ0 to Eq.(6.6) can be found, we are left with a set of two (complex)
coupled equations involving just the moduli Spi and T . For simplicity, in the following we
work with the moduli Spi and S0 = Spi + αT . The conditions DiW = 0 for a supersymmetric
vacuum can be combined to give
S0 =
(
1 +
αb
a
)
Spi +
α
a
ln
{
aA0
αbB
(
1−
(
Spi + S¯pi
S0 + S¯0
) 1
3
)}
, (6.11)
where A0 ≡ A(φ0), and
W0 = −
[
1 +
a
αb
+
a
4α
(S0 + S¯0)−
( a
αb
+
a
4α
(Spi + S¯pi)
)(Spi + S¯pi
S0 + S¯0
) 1
3
]
A0 e
− a
α
(S0−Spi) .
(6.12)
Following [24], we have a ∼ 102, b ∼ 5 and B ∼ 10−6M3p . On the other hand, acceptable
phenomenology imposes that the brane tension α is bounded as α . 1 and Re(S0) ∼ 1. With
these values we find that there is an AdS4 supersymmetric vacuum with
Re(Spi) ≃
(
1− αb
a
)
Re(S0) ≈ Re(S0) , (6.13)
11The analog result, in the context of type IIB supersymmetric vacua with D3-branes, was obtained in [77].
12In the type IIB case [78,79], it is the volume of wrapped 4-cycles which is deformed in the presence of a D3-brane.
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if we fine tune the flux superpotential W0 to be
|W0| ∼ |B|e−bRe(Spi) ∼ 10−8M3p . (6.14)
We note, however, that the value of Re(Spi) is by far too large to be phenomenologically
acceptable. In fact, the problem lies on the ratio (b/a) ∼ 5 · 10−2 being too small. That is,
the force exerted by the membrane instanton against the growth of the wrapped cycle is too
strong when compared to the effect of gaugino condensation. The situation would improve
if we manage to bring b/a to be of order one. It is conceivable to increase b by breaking
down the E8 at the hidden brane to some subgroup by using a non-trivial gauge bundle. To
decrease a by the needed amount, one would have to decrease the size of the holomorphic
curve wrapped by the brane instanton by one order of magnitude. It is interesting to note
that the vacuum (6.13) depends only very weakly on A0 = A(φ0) and therefore, in principle,
we cannot choose the visible sector gauge bundle in such a way as to move the susy vacuum
into a phenomenologically interesting corner of the moduli space.
Finally, it is straightforward to determine the value of the potential energy at the vacuum.
We find
Vmin ∼ −
(a
b
)3 |W0|2
M2p
∼ −10−12M4p , (6.15)
a rather deep AdS vacuum.
Before closing this section let us comment on the assumptions we made in obtaining the
above results. The first assumption was that the complex structure moduli can be fixed due
to the effect of a flux superpotential with values that do not depend on the other moduli
φ, T, Spi. Clearly, if this was not to be the case, the above results could be strongly modified.
We refer the reader to [12] for a nice discussion of this possibility. Secondly, we assumed that
the charged scalars can be stabilized at C = 0. This relies on the fact that A(z, φ,C) is a
gauge singlet and smooth at C = 0 and on the assumption that the gauge bundle at the hidden
brane is trivial. Non trivial bundles may allow for more exotic possibilities, with a charged
matter dependent prefactor B, obstructing supersymmetric vacua. The third assumption
was to exclude the possibility that Eq.(6.6) has no solution for holomorphic vector bundles
satisfying (the zero-slope limit of) the hermitian Yang-Mills equations. In fact, the possibility
that non-perturbative corrections might destabilize heterotic vacua was raised long ago [80–82]
(see also [72,83]). However, we should note that [24] gave reasonable arguments against that
possibility at least for the class of compactifications studied therein.
7 Discussion
In this paper we performed a discussion of the ingredients involved in moduli stabilization
in heterotic M-theory. That is, we derived expressions for the low-energy Ka¨hler potential
and superpotentials as functions of the dilaton S and Ka¨hler moduli T I , as well as of the
bundle moduli φ and charged matter C. For this purpose we used a superfield description of
the relevant couplings of 5d heterotic M-theory, which in this paper we expanded beyond the
standard embedding.
One of the main achievements of this paper is the first time derivation of the way the
bundle moduli and charged matter enter the Ka¨hler potential. We found in section 3 that the
Ka¨hler potential of heterotic M-theory (and its weak coupling limit, the heterotic string) is
similar in form to the De Wolfe-Giddings Ka¨hler potential [30] in type IIB string, but unlike
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the latter it is defined also for h1,1 > 0. Using this and the perturbative and non-perturbative
superpotentials discussed in section 5 we performed a study of moduli stabilization, searching
for supersymmetric vacua (in a setup with h1,1 = 1 for simplicity). Let us recapitulate our
main findings.
The configuration of the gauge bundle is determined by solving a ”reduced” supersymmetry
condition, which involves only the bundle moduli φ. We have argued that this condition has
a simple physical interpretation. Namely, it picks extrema of the volume of the isolated
holomorphic curves (wrapped by membrane instantons) in respect to the bundle moduli. If a
solution A¯(φ0) is found, we can determine the values of the geometric moduli S and T I in the
vacuum, by solving the corresponding susy conditions in the A¯(φ0) background. We found
that, at least in the h1,1 = 1 case without five-branes in the bulk, at the supersymmetric AdS4
vacuum the geometric moduli take values far from the phenomenologically acceptable corner
of the moduli space.
Anomalous U(1)’s are predicted in recent semi-realistic heterotic model-building. In this
paper we derived the FI D-terms induced by the anomalous U(1)’s, extending to strong cou-
pling the results of [31]. As we pointed out in section 4, the D-term potential drives the
theory towards strong coupling and may therefore be of use in moduli stabilization. We have
also seen that the appearence of a charged Ka¨hler modulus T i implies the vanishing of the
membrane instanton superpotential associated with T i. We note that, interestingly, in that
case a contracting force (the membrane instanton) is traded for an expanding one (the FI
D-term).
To obtain realistic vacua, the AdS supersymmetric minima discussed in this paper have
not only to be uplifted to de Sitter vacua, but also the Vev’s of the geometric moduli must be
changed. Several ways of achieving this have already been proposed in the literature, mostly in
the realm of type IIB compactifications. These include: D-terms from anomalous U(1)’s [26]
( [9, 17, 20] in the type IIB context); anti M5-branes [28, 84] (D¯3 in KKLT [1]); de Sitter
vacua from matter superpotentials [19]; and loop corrections [27] (or the combination of α′
and loop corrections [11, 13–16, 18, 20, 21] in type IIB compactifications). We will investigate
some of these and other possibilities in a forthcoming publication, where we will address the
construction of stable de Sitter vacua in 5d heterotic M-theory (see [85] for an explicit example
of dS stable vacua in 5d gauged supergravity at one loop).
Since to obtain de Sitter vacua we will have to find supersymmetry breaking minima of
the scalar potential, the question arises as to whether the gauge bundle is still determined
independently of the geometric moduli, as in the AdS vacua studied in section 6. Remarkably,
it can be shown (when Ca = 0) that if the scalar potential has an extremum in respect to Spi
and T , i.e. ∂SpiV = ∂TV = 0, then the reduced flatness condition, Eq.(6.6), will imply that
V also has an extremum in respect to the bundle moduli, ∂αV = 0, and we expect this to
be the case also for h1,1 > 1. We thus see that the gauge bundle in a de Sitter vacuum with
C = 0 is exactly the same as in the supersymmetric AdS vacuum, which is determined by
the reduced flatness condition. However, it remains to be seen what happens once we allow
for vacua where the charged scalars receive non-vanishing Vev’s as in [25], or include anti M5
branes in the 5d bulk [28, 84]. In this case we cannot exclude that the configuration of the
gauge bundle will be dependent on the geometric moduli.
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A The structure of the Ka¨hler potential
It is well-known that in the type IIB compactifications the no-scale structure is preserved even
in the presence of a mobile D3 brane. Here we prove the heterotic M-theory counterpart of
this result, namely that
Kij¯KiKj¯ = 4, (A.1)
where i, j¯ run over all moduli, even in the presence of the brane fields. Our sole assumption
is that in the absence of brane fields we have Ki(Xi + X¯i) = −n, where Xi = T I , S0. In case
of interest we have n = 4, but our analysis also includes the type IIB case with n = 3. We
will now prove this assumption in the 5d heterotic M-theory case. The crucial fact is that
K = −3 ln Ω , (A.2)
where
Ω = Ω0 · F
(
α0
T I + T¯ I
S0 + S¯0
)
, (A.3)
and Ω0 is the well known weak coupling result
Ω30 = (S0 + S¯0) dIJK(T
I + T¯ I)(T J + T¯ J)(TK + T¯K) . (A.4)
In other words, F (0) = 1. Note that, without any loss of generality, we chose αI = 0 for I 6= 0.
Using Eq.(A.3), it is then straightforward to find that
Ki(Xi + X¯i) = −4 . (A.5)
As we will show now, once we include brane fields the same result follows due to the
following structure of the Ka¨hler potential
K = K (S0 + S¯0 − αIkI(φ, φ¯;C, C¯) ;T I + T¯ I − kI(φ, φ¯;C, C¯)) . (A.6)
A word on the notation: We denote XI ≡ T I and XI=−1 ≡ S0, while i runs over all chiral
superfields. In addition, kI=−1 ≡ αIkI . We have thus that
KI(XI + X¯I − kI) = −n. (A.7)
It follows then that
KIj¯(XI + X¯I − kI) = −Kj¯, (A.8)
and therefore
Kij¯Kj¯ = −δiI(XI + X¯I − kI). (A.9)
Using Eq.(A.7) we finally find that
Kij¯KiKj¯ = n, (A.10)
as we wanted to show.
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